The annual Jacoby-Lunin Humanitarian Lecture is made possible through the generosity of the Frank Jacoby Foundation, maintained by Debby and David Zieff.

LATOSHA BROWN

“BLACK VOTERS MATTER: OUR OBLIGATION TO DEMOCRACY AND EQUALITY”

TUESDAY, NOV. 9 · 7:30 P.M.

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE SPEAKER

WELCOME
Philip Eliasoph, PhD

INTRODUCTION OF SPEAKER
Ellen Umansky, PhD

FEATURED SPEAKER
LaTosha Brown

CONVERSATION
LaTosha Brown
Kris Sealey, PhD
Ellen Umansky, PhD

Q&A
Type questions into the ‘Chat’ throughout the program. Welcoming your input allows for a wide range of topical questions broadening the audience’s perspectives. Please submit short, focused inquiries in a question format directed to the point. We are interested in knowing who is a part of the conversation, so we encourage you to include your first name, town name, and if you’re a Fairfield University student/alumni.

OPEN VISIONS FORUM
Peter Van Heerden, Executive Director, Quick Center for the Arts
Philip Eliasoph, PhD, Professor, Art History & Visual Culture; Director, Open VISIONS Forum
Kris Sealey, PhD, Professor, Philosophy, Associate Director, Humanities Institute
Andrew Melville, ’23, Intern, Open VISIONS Forum

THE BENNETT CENTER FOR JUDAIC STUDIES
Ellen Umansky, PhD, Carl and Dorothy Bennett Professor
Judaic Studies, Director, Bennett Center for Judaic Studies
Jennifer Haynos, Program Manager,
Bennett Center for Judaic Studies